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Manufacturing Application-Driven Foveated Near-Eye Displays
Kaan Akşit, Praneeth Chakravarthula, Kishore Rathinavel, Youngmo Jeong,
Rachel Albert, Henry Fuchs, and David Luebke

Fig. 1. Manufacturing freeform optical components is a slow, expensive, and labor-intensive task that restricts computational optical
designers to only existing components which may be sub-optimal, and limits their ability to iterate and explore new designs. (A) we
present a rapid manufacturing technique involving 3D printing, optical bonding, and vacuum forming as a prototyping tool for testing
and validating ideas before creating a final product. (B) A sample optical waveguide built using our rapid manufacturing technique
shows that the properties of refraction and total internal reflection match our theoretical expectations with negligible deviations. (C) We
choose the optically challenging scenario of near-eye displays to evaluate both our manufacturing technique, and our computational
methodology for calculating interchangeable freeform surfaces for a given near-eye display optical layout. (D-E) We design and
manufacture a completely untethered near-eye display prototype. (F-G) We show that our proposal can provide optically correct depth
cues at various scenarios. In this particular case, bottom portion of the field of view is at a closer optical distance with respect to rest.
(H-I) Our prototype is also bright enough to be used in direct sunlight conditions, with sufficient resolution for rendering text.
Abstract—Traditional optical manufacturing poses a great challenge to near-eye display designers due to large lead times in the order
of multiple weeks, limiting the abilities of optical designers to iterate fast and explore beyond conventional designs. We present a
complete near-eye display manufacturing pipeline with a day lead time using commodity hardware. Our novel manufacturing pipeline
consists of several innovations including a rapid production technique to improve surface of a 3D printed component to optical quality
suitable for near-eye display application, a computational design methodology using machine learning and ray tracing to create freeform
static projection screen surfaces for near-eye displays that can represent arbitrary focal surfaces, and a custom projection lens design
that distributes pixels non-uniformly for a foveated near-eye display hardware design candidate. We have demonstrated untethered
augmented reality near-eye display prototypes to assess success of our technique, and show that a ski-goggles form factor, a large
monocular field of view (30o × 55o ), and a resolution of 12 cycles per degree can be achieved.
Index Terms—Near-eye displays, See-through Displays, Application Adaptive Displays, Computational Displays, Augmented Reality
Displays, 3D printed optical components, Waveguides, projection displays

1

I NTRODUCTION

Augmented reality (AR) near-eye displays (NEDs) promise to be the
next breakthrough mobile platform, providing a gateway to countless AR applications that will improve our day-to-day lives [80]. To
fulfill the promise of immersive and natural-looking scenes, as described by Kress and Sterner [40], AR NED designers need to solve
difficult optical design challenges including providing sufficient resolution levels, eyebox, and field of view (FoV). A major impediment to
achieving natural images and a key cause of discomfort is the vergenceaccommodation conflict (VAC) [27], which is caused by a mismatch
between the binocular disparity of a stereoscopic image and the optical
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focus cues provided by the display. Mainstream strategies [33] for
tackling these challenges involve dynamic display mechanisms that can
generate accurate visuals in all possible optical depths, which greatly
increases the complexity of the NED design problem. Other obstacles
to widespread adoption of AR NEDs include providing price-wise accessibility, requiring a reasonable amount of computation and power,
and providing a thin and a light-weight form factor suitable for daily
use. All of these problems are still waiting to be addressed and even
small steps towards a possible solution requires large lead time, and a
massive effort in place.
In this work, we explore 3D printing as an option for rapid production
of optical components. To target solutions for near-eye display designs,
inexpensive interchangeable optical components can therefore be made
into arbitrary shapes using commodity 3D printers. This opens a path
towards building much simpler optical AR NED designs driven by the
needs of specific AR applications. Our work lead to the following
contributions:
• We introduce a rapid manufacturing technique based on 3D printing, optical bonding ,and vacuum forming. We show that complex
optical components such as diffusers, lenses, and optical waveguides can be built for development purposes in a day using our
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Focus mechanism
See-through
FoV
resolution
eyebox
form factor compute overhead gaze-tracking
Pinlight displays [51]
light fields
yes
wide
low
small
thin
high
no
Freeform optics [34]
light fields
yes
narrow
moderate
moderate
moderate
high
no
HOE [37]
light fields
yes
moderate
low
large
moderate
high
yes
HOE [50]
holographic
yes
wide
moderate
small
N/A
high
yes
Focus tunable light engine [48]
varifocal
yes
narrow
moderate
small
bulky
moderate
yes
Multi-focal plane display [32]
varifocal
yes
narrow
moderate
moderate
bulky
high
yes
Membrane [24]
varifocal
yes
wide
low
large
bulky
low
yes
Varifocal HOE [1]
varifocal
yes
wide
moderate
large
moderate
low
yes
Multi-Focal Display [44]
multi-focal
yes
narrow
low
large
thin
high
no
Focal Surface Display [52]
focal Surface
no
narrow
moderate
narrow
moderate
high
no
This work
static focal surface
yes
wide
moderate
large
moderate
low
no
Table 1. A comparison of see-though accommodation supporting near-eye displays, including the virtual reality near-eye display implementation
of [52]. This table is modeled after those in Dunn et al. [24], Akşit et al. [1] and Matsuda et al. [52]. Our prototype demonstrates a unique combination
of a good form factor, resolution, FoV, and eyebox. Note that, in our chart, a moderate FoV is define as 40 - 60◦ , moderate resolution is defined as 10
- 20 cpd, and a moderate eyebox is defined as 5 - 10 mm. Moderate values are adapted from [15, 52].

sanding-free technique without requiring 6 − 8 weeks of lead
times, large investments, or intensive labor,
• We provide a computational optical design methodology to create
freeform projection screens for various applications, accelerated
by training a machine learning model. We show that the exit
pupils in our designs can either be gaze-adaptive or fixed,
• To understand the demands of various AR applications, we derive
depth characteristics for real-life scenes based on egocentric RGBD datasets that are publicly available and from our own additional
data collection, we identify suitable applications accordingly,
• We show a completely untethered application-adaptive AR NED
prototype with interchangeable optics, ski goggle form factor,
wide FoV, high brightness, and small computational and power
demands,
• We design and manufacture a custom projection lens. We steer
the projection lens in front of a projector. We show that a foveated
display design candidate can be built by requiring only one display
mechanism .
Overall, our proposal provides ease of replication, customization,
significant cost reduction in production, practicality, and freedom of
design. Our proposal avoids the use of computation-intensive elements
commonly found in other designs elsewhere in the literature, while
tackling a challenging optical scenario of near-eye display designs.
2 R ELATED W ORK
Our proposal promises a design and manufacturing methodology for
building an accommodation supporting foveated AR NED using 3D
printed optical components. 3D printing is a process of manufacturing 3D physical objects through various additive manufacturing (AM)
techniques. We refer curious readers to Vaezi et al. [79] for a review
on various AM techniques, and Bickel et al. [9] for a review on the
state of the art on stylized fabrication. In this section, we provide a
comprehensive review on 3D printed optics used for displays, along
with a review on recent accommodation supporting NEDs, and curved
displays.
2.1 Printed optics for displays
The work of Willis et al. [88] investigated the feasibility of 3D printed
optical components for sensing, illumination, and displays, and also
explored the possibility of using a per-pixel optical waveguide to relay
light from an emmisive display to a light out-coupling planar surface,
achieving dot-shaped pixels 1.2 mm in size. The per-pixel optical
waveguides discussed in the work of Willis et al. [88] refer to an array
of optical waveguides, each dedicated to delivering information carried
by a single light beam to a single location to form one particular pixel
on a screen surface. The work of Brockmeyer et al. [11] extended
the approach of 3D printing per-pixel optical waveguides to curved
surfaces, with their prototype providing pixels at a millimeter scale

over a spherical display surface. Recent work by Pereira et al. [65]
proposed an algorithm that maximizes the optical efficiency of light
going through 3D printed per-pixel optical waveguides, showing that
more complex display surfaces with millimeter scale pixels can be 3D
printed. Unlike conventional fixed pitched lenslet arrays, the work
of Tompkin et al. [78] proposed custom 3D printed content-adaptive
lenslet arrays for glasses-free 3D display applications, reporting pixels
of size 0.4 × 2.5 mm. Papas et al. [61] built a multi-view display using
custom 3D printed lenslet arrays and unstructured static printed patterns. Other recent fabrication methods have focused on the surfaces
of 3D printed objects, including reproducing specific characteristics of
reflectance [53, 85] or refraction [62]. However, existing solutions for
display applications of printed optics do not produce sufficiently small
pixel sizes (micron scale) to support a practical NED design. Complementary to printing optics for a NED design, the work of Mueller et
al. [57] describes a rapid prototyping of functional NED housing by
combining Lego bricks and 3D printed parts.
Our manufacturing technique moves away from per-pixel waveguides. In our design, a single optical waveguide projects micron scale
pixels onto a complex diffusive display surface rather than millimeter
scaled ones found in the literature. Our process uses only a single 3D
printing medium, whereas previous 3D printed waveguides required
one medium for the core and one medium for cladding. To the best of
our knowledge, our work is the first to target NED applications using
3D printed optical components.
2.2 Accommodation supporting near-eye displays
Accommodation supporting NEDs [33] address the problem of VAC by
matching the binocular disparity of virtual objects with correct optical
focal cues for various depth planes.
Multi-Plane Displays Early on, Akeley et al. [2] demonstrated
the benefits of a fixed-viewpoint volumetric desktop display using
flat multi-planes, which allowed them to generate near-correct focus
cues without tracking the eye location or gaze. Recently such displays
have been revisited with improved scene decomposition and gazecontingent varifocal multi-plane capabilities [54, 58]. However, such
displays have large power and computational demands, and complex
hardware that would be difficult to miniaturize. These constraints limit
their usefulness to perceptual experiments identifying the needs of
future NED designs. The work of Hu et al. [32] demonstrated a time
multiplexed multi-plane display in the form of a wearable AR NED with
a narrow field of view (30◦ × 40◦ ). Lee et al. [44] proposed a compact
multi-plane AR NED composed of a waveguide and a holographic lens,
which demonstrated a FoV of 38◦ × 19◦ . Zhang et al. [93] proposed
a stack of switchable geometric phase lenses to create a multi-plane
additive light field VR NED, providing approximate focus cues over
an 80◦ FoV. Both the works of Lee et al. [45] and Hu et al. [32]
demonstrated time multiplexed multi-plane AR NEDs with FoVs of
30◦ to 40◦ , respectively.
Light Field Displays Light field NEDs promise nearly correct
optical accommodative cues, but this comes at the cost of significant
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resolution loss. Lanman and Luebke [43] introduced a VR Near-Eye
Light Field Display (NELD) that uses microlenses as the relay optics,
showing a prototype with a FoV of 29.2◦ × 16.0◦ , leading to a resolution of 2 − 3 cpd. Huang et al. [35] developed VR NELDs further,
demonstrating a prototype with a diagonal binocular FoV of 110◦ , leading to a resolution of (3 − 4 cpd). The work of Akşit et al. [3] created a
VR NED using a pinhole mask in front of an AMOLED display, and
demonstrated full-color images with a diagonal binocular FoV of 83◦
with 2 − 3 cpd. By using a see-through sparse backlight mechanism,
the work of Maimone et al. [51] introduced a single-colorAR NED
prototype with a diagonal FoV of 110◦ , and a resolution of 2 − 3 cpd.
Varifocal Displays Another solution for solving VAC is a varifocal display, which dynamically changes the optical properties of the
display. Although varifocal displays offer large computation benefits,
they require precise gaze tracking. Liu et al. [48] used a tunable lens
system combined with a spherical mirror, demonstrating 28◦ of diagonal FoV with 10 − 14 cpd, which switches depth from 8 D to infinity
(∼ 0.1D) within 74 ms. Another study by Konrad et al. [66] also took
advantage of an electrically tunable lens system, and demonstrated 36◦
diagonal FoV. The solution of Konrad et al. allowed depth switching
from 10 D to infinity (∼ 0.1D) within 15 ms, and provided 5 − 6 cpd.
Dunn et al. [24] provided a monocular FoV of > 60◦ and a fast varifocal
mechanism of 300 ms that switches depth from 5 D to infinity (∼ 0.1D).
Most recently, the work of Akşit et al. [1] proposed using Holographic
Optical Elements (HOEs) as a part of an AR varifocal NED system,
offering a FoV of 60◦ with 18 cpd, however the varifocal mechanism is
not fast enough (410 ms) when switching from 5 D to infinity (∼ 0.1D).
Static and Dynamic Holographic NEDs Holography promises
an accurate representation of four-dimensional (4D) light fields, however the limitations of such displays include a small eyebox, large
computational demand, large calibration times, and the design trade-off
between limited resolution or a bulky form factor. Static holograms
encoded into HOEs have been used in various NED types as optical
combiners [37, 44, 50] or projection surfaces [1], although the static
holograms in these displays do not provide 4D light fields. On the other
hand, dynamic holographic VR NEDs can be achieved using phaseonly Spatial Light Modulators (SLMs) which can encode holograms
[50, 52, 72], enabling a glasses-like form factor, and a wide FoV (80◦ ).
Inspired by the recent static and dynamic holographic NEDs [1, 24,
50, 52, 89], we propose a ski-goggles form factor AR NED design
with wide FoV and application-dependent accommodation support. In
Table 1, we also provide a comparison of the characteristics of other
state-of-the-art NED prototypes found in the literature.
2.3 Curved and Freeform Screens
Our proposal promises a diffusive freeform projection screen surface
that can mimic the depth properties of a target depth curvature. Therefore, we look into the literature to identify the state-of-the-art incurved
or freeform screens. Researchers have explored desktop-sized static
curved displays [8, 10, 31, 41, 84] and very large format, immersive,
static curved displays [7, 28, 39, 77]. Thesecurved displays are typically cylindrical or spherical in their surface profile. The work of
Brockmeyer et al. [11] demonstrated a static desktop-sized display
which achieves a freeform surface profile, inspiring our work. Researchers have also shown manually configurable flexible displays
that use Organic LEDs [90], thin electroluminescent films [59], and
electronic-ink [25]. Recently, a dynamically shaped changing display
was demonstrated by Leithinger et al. [47]. For a more exhaustive survey on non-planar displays, we refer interested readers to the following
papers: [4, 46, 67]. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
claim usage of 3D printing to create freeform projection screen surfaces
for AR NED designs.
Relevant to our work, previous body of work on caustic based lens
design [21,70,92] demonstrated freeform lens calculation process using
a single collimated light sources as an input, high precision expensive
machinery, and among with large optical paths. Our design process
differs as it takes advantage from machine learning, uses multiple

spherical light sources as inputs (a display with many pixels), and relies
on our fast-pace cost-effective manufacturing process.
2.4 Foveated Displays
In our proposal, we evaluate 3D printed optical components that can
project foveated images, and we also explore the steering of projected
images on a diffusive projection screen for foveation purposes. Therefore, we review relevant optical hardware in the foveated display literature. The earliest example of a gaze-contingent visual stimulus was
presented by Reder in 1973 [68], paving the way for further research
into foveated imagery. Later on, the first proposal for foveated display
hardware appeared in the works of Baldwin et al. [5] as a variable resolution transparency magnified by large concave mirrors. A year later,
the work of Spooner et al. [73] showed an another style of desktop size
foveated display hardware, which combines two different displays to
provide high resolution images at the fovea, and low resolution images
in the periphery. To our knowledge, the work of Shenker et al. [71] is
the first to realize the concept of combining two different displays in a
NED configuration, in the form of a steerable foveal inset with 20 cpd
resolution created using fiber-optics and pancake type optical relays.
Later, the work of Howlett et al. [30] followed the path of combining two different displays in a NED configuration to build a complete
telepresence system with cameras. Rolland et al. [69] combined two
displays using a beam-splitter in a NED setting. In their design, a
high-resolution inset with 24 cpd resolution is relayed to the fovea of
the eye using microlenses with a FoV of 13.30◦ × 10.05◦ , while a lower
resolution display at 6 cpd spans across a FoV of 50◦ × 39◦ through a
magnifier lens. The work of Godin et al. [26] describes a dual projector
layout in order to realize a stereoscopic desktop-sized display with a
fixed foveal region. Most recently, Lee et al. [44] proposed a compact
AR NED comprised of a waveguide and a holographic lens that combines two displays. Their design has a FoV of 38◦ × 19◦ and eliminates
the needs of a gaze tracking hardware. We refer curious readers the following set of papers for detailed perceptual and computational benefits
of foveation in computer graphics: [38, 63, 64].
Rather than combining two different displays into one to provide
foveated imagery, our proposal experiments with steering a single
display per eye, where each display is equipped with a custom foveated
lens design and linear mechanical stages. Our mechanism for steering
is based on mechanical actuators, resulting in increased power demands
and slower steering due to the extra bulk. On the other hand, our
proposal promises less computational demand, fewer design trade-offs
with respect to other display hardware found in the NED literature, and
also promises to avoid the perceptual issues that arise from the integrity
and alignment of dual display per eye hardware.
3 A PPLICATION - DRIVEN NEAR - EYE DISPLAYS
We seek to target the requirements of the human visual system (HVS).
The HVS has a binocular field of view of ∼ 190◦ [83]. Maximal human
visual acuity under ideal conditions is ∼ 65 cpd at the fovea [76,86,87],
although it quickly drops to about 2.5 cpd at 35◦ eccentricity in the
periphery [75]. Moreover, human depth acuity is similarly at its peak
at the fovea and drops linearly with greater eccentricity [19].
Towards this goal, we have landed on an optical design for AR
applications as shown in Figure 2. Our base optical design consists of
a specialized light engine, a freeform projection surface producing a
target depth plane that is determined by the desired AR application,
and an off-axis semi-reflective curved beam combiner. We explain our
optical layout by following the light path, starting from the projector.
We also discuss our analysis of the depth levels in real-life scenes
that guided our design, and explore an extension of our work towards
custom projection optics for foveation purposes.
3.1 Projection light engines
The freeform projection surfaces in our proposal are illuminated using
projection displays, referred to as light engines. A simplified equivalent
of a light engine is an emissive pixelated display coupled with projection optics. Projection optics generate a field curvature [81], causing
each pixel of the emissive display to be imaged with sharpest focus at a
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Fig. 2. The optical layout for our Augmented Reality Near-Eye Display with freeform projection surfaces. We computationally optimize the shape of
the freeform projection surface for a given target depth curvature. Images on the freeform projection surface are relayed to a viewer’s eye using an
off-axis curved beam combiner.

specific distance, thereby forming a 3D surface. The field curvature of
a complex optical system with m + 1 surfaces can be described as
m
1
ni+1 − ni
,
=∑
R p i=0 ri ni+1 ni

(1)

where ni represents the refractive index and ri represents the radius
of curvature for the ith surface. For a simple thin lens, the field curvature
can be calculated as
R p = n fthin ,

(2)

Where fthin represents the focal length of a thin lens, and n represents
the refractive index of a thin lens material. However, the field curvature
of a light engine can also be designed in various ways: to achieve a
flat surface, telecentric lenses [82], separated thin lenses, field-flattener
lenses, or meniscus lenses can be used [81]. The point spread function
(PSF) describes the response of an imaging system to a point source.
Assuming a circular lens or an effective circular aperture with coherent
illumination, the PSF of a light engine is theoretically limited in spot
size, which can be described using the diffraction-limited Rayleigh’s
resolution criterion,
w0 =

2.44λi f
,
DL

(3)

where f is the effective focal length or throw distance, DL is the
effective aperture size, and λi represents the wavelength of the light.
A pixel on an emmisive display has an active area that emits light,
called pixel spread, which is typically one of the limiting factors determining the maximum resolution of a NED design. Our design may
produce variable pixel spread over the freeform projection surface due
to discrepancies between the surface height and the field curvature of
the projection optics. Light engines that are based on focus-sweeping
lenses [36], or scanning lasers [29] provide an improved constant spot
size over a wider range; however, such solutions typically come with
trade offs such as loss of contrast for sweeping lenses or limited minimum spot sizes due to maximum scanning mirror sizes. Our optical
layout proposal is compatible with those alternative solutions as well.
3.2 Optical Path folding
As our design relies on freeform projection surfaces, placing the light
engines directly behind the curved projection surface would lead to
both an increased eye relief and a larger form factor, although in some
cases this may not even be physically possible due to the anthropometry of the average human. Therefore, one can use free-space beam
splitters, mirrors, or optical waveguides to fold the optical projection
path. Both the waveguide and beam-splitter approaches are applicable
to our optical layout, and the physical arrangement of both designs are
depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. There are two options for optical path folding in our proposal.
Sketches show (Left) an optical waveguide design merged with our
freeform projection surfaces, (right) traditional birdbath optics with beamsplitters.

For the waveguide approach, the light rays emitted from the light
engine arrive at a prismatic interface S0 which has a tilt of Θw , as
annotated in Figure 3. Rays at the interface of S0 refract and propagate
inside the medium. At the interface S1, rays arriving with an angle
of incidence larger than the critical angle tend to reflect as dictated
by Fresnel coefficients, and causing a phenomena of Total Internal
Reflection (TIR). Reflected rays from S1 arrive at the final projection
freeform surface annotated with S2 in Figure 3. Curious readers may
find a review on applications of waveguides in NED designs in the
work of Cameron et al. [16].
3.3 Beam Combiners
Our design use standard spherical beam combiners in conjunction with
more complex freeform projection surfaces to avoid complex beam
combiner designs or multi-element optics directly in front of the display.
In our assessments, we observed that a larger radius of curvature for
a spherical beam combiner leads to larger eye relief, and therefore
also a larger projection volume A, as depicted in Figure 2. To avoid
strict tolerances in manufacturing we recommend curvatures in the
range of 40 − 80 mm, which maximizes the volume without falling
below a thickness of 3 mm or exceeding a thicknesses of 10 mm. Our
proposal is applicable for other forms of off-axis curved beam combiner
surfaces [14].
3.4 Freeform Projection Surfaces
Using the ray tracing model in Figure 2, we investigate on the required
shape of the projection screen surface using a fixed shape off-axis beam
combiner. We simulate rays starting from sample points at various
target depth curvatures spanning different optical depths, PN (x, y, z),
PM (x, y, z), PF (x, y, z), reaching to a planar exit pupil with a size of
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Fig. 4. Calculated freeform projection surfaces for various depth ranges in conventional and gaze-adaptive mode. These surfaces are designed for
our wearable prototype using a spherical beam combiner with a 76.4 mm radius of curvature. In the conventional mode we optimize these surfaces
for a fixed nominal gaze condition, whereas in the gaze-adaptive mode we optimize points on each projection surface by rotating the eye to points of
interest in the visual field of view.

20 mm × 20 mm. A sample ray R0 shows this path in Figure 2. From
the exit pupil, we trace target rays backwards to the off-axis beam
combiner, which has a tilt of θBC with respect to the optical axis as
shown in Figure 2. The tilt is chosen such that the reflection of the
target rays are on or above the typical height of the eyebrows [91]. An
example reflected ray is annotated as R1in Figure 2.
To determine the location of the freeform projection surface we find
the 3D point locations, where the reflected target rays are closest to each
other, forming the smallest possible spot size for a given set of rays.
Given the the starting sample points PN (x, y, z), PM (x, y, z), PF (x, y, z),
the point candidates on the freeform projection surface are therefore
0 (x, y, z), P0 (x, y, z). We restrict the eye relief to a range
PN0 (x, y, z), PM
F
of 35 − 55 mm to accommodate assembly using either a direct optical
path or an optical path folding method.
The optics of a NED typically contain aberrations that cause angular
deviations of ray bundles as a function of changes in gaze and eye
position. Recently, Mercier et al. [54] pointed out that the alignment
of focus planes can be affected by gaze changes due to the optics of
a multiplane NED. On the other hand, the most recent literature on
3D foveated desktop displays with accommodation support [38, 74]
suggests that the fovea is the area most sensitive to depth differences.
In light of these recent findings, we expand the concept of ”pupil-swim”
to our optical design methodology by approximating the freeform projection surface in a gaze adaptive way. Rather than optimizing the
entire surface for a single gaze condition at once, Figure 2 shows how
we keep the rotation center Pe fixed in space and rerun our ray tracing
model with the target depth point determined by the gaze condition.
Note that the location of Pe can be personalized depending on the interpupilary distance of the subject [23] or the way the NED fits on the
subject’s head. For these simulations, we accommodate the worst-case
scenario by using an exit pupil of 8 mm × 8 mm, which is the largest
possible aperture of the human eye under scotopic (dark-adapted) conditions [22]. In Figure 4, we simulate different required surfaces using
both classical and gaze adaptive optical design methodologies to represent several rectangular planar virtual images at various depth levels.
Therefore, it is also possible to generate freeform surfaces based on an
eye location of an user.
To accelerate calculations of freeform projection surfaces, we
identify an alternative regression-based model. Using a small number of point candidates on a freeform projection surface PN0 (x, y, z),
0 (x, y, z), P0 (x, y, z) and their corresponding target depth points
PM
F
PN (x, y, z), PM (x, y, z), PF (x, y, z), we trained a Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) model that follows the general form
 0
 T
px
px
 p0y  = kT C−1  py  ,
pz
p0z

(4)

where p0x , p0y , and p0z represent an estimated projection surface point

for a given target depth point represented with px , py and pz , C−1
corresponds to the inverse of the covariance matrix for a provided
0 (x, y, z), P0 (x, y, z), P (x, y, z), P (x, y, z),
training set (PN0 (x, y, z), PM
N
M
F
T
PF (x, y, z)), k represents the transpose of a vector that contains the
similarity measures between depth points used in training PN (x, y, z),
PM (x, y, z), PF (x, y, z) and a given target depth point represented with
px , py and pz . The similarity measure that we used in our training is a
generalized Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel of the following form:
κ(a, b) = e

− ||a−b||
2σ 2

,

(5)

in which σ represents a free parameter. We tune σ until we obtain a
good estimate for our test data. Note that similarity measures vector
calculated for each estimation, kT , and the inverse of the covariance
matrix for a given training dataset, C−1 are both based on the introduced RBF kernel, κ(a, b). Using this regression model, we generate
estimates for projection surfaces represented in the form of dense point
clouds rather than running a ray tracing-based optimization for each
target point in the space, which also saves a designer from a hassle
of going into porting code to GPU as most of the modern machine
learning libraries are already GPU accelerated.
3.5 Target Depth Fields
To determine the optimal freeform projection surface for various augmented reality contexts, we explore depth characteristics of real-life
scenes. This kind of analysis can illuminate the accommodative demands required in various augmented reality use cases. We therefore
analyze several scenarios such as “Walking indoors”, “Social interaction”, “Working at a desk”, and “Office workspace”.
We compute the average depth maps for a number of scenes as shown
in Fig 5. For the first three columns, we use egocentric RGB-D datasets
provided by FIIT Egocentric RGB-D dataset [60], NUS3D-Saliency
Dataset [42], and EgoDexter [56]. Additionally, we capture our own
egocentric RGB-D dataset for the office workspace case. Our dataset
was collected using an Xtion Pro Carmine RGB-D sensor with the
OpenNI and OpenCV APIs.
In our calculations, we take into account the depth sensitivity of the
HVS, such that the peak depth sensitivity is at the fovea, with a linear
angular fall-off rate into the periphery [19]. The average depth map is
therefore based on the following formulation:
c(i, j) = p − s × d(i, j),

(6)

where the visual depth sensitivity function c is defined in terms
of peak depth sensitivity at the fovea p, the angular linear fall-off in
depth-sensitivity s, and the angular distance d(i, j) from the fovea. We
define a weighting function w as:
w = g ∗ c,

(7)
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Fig. 5. The process of generating average depth maps from a dataset of depth images. Labels at the bottom of each column indicate the dataset
used. Labels at the top of each column indicate the application or situation in which the dataset was collected. Datasets used in the first three
columns are FIIT Egocentric RGB-D dataset [60], NUS3D-Saliency Dataset [42], and EgoDexter [56].

where c represents visual depth sensitivity, and g represents gaze
locations or gaze heat maps. If gaze information is not available in
a given dataset, we rely on saliency prediction maps generated using
code provided by [20]. Finally, we arrive at weighted average for a
given dataset as:
p̄ =

∑ wi .pi
,
∑ wi

(8)

and we calculate a weighted standard deviation for a given dataset as
s
σ=

∑ wi .(pi − p̄)2
.
∑ wi

Fig. 6. A foveated lens can distribute pixels of a display in a non-uniform
fashion by intentionally introducing pinchusion distortions to the generated final images.

(9)

The Depth of Field (DoF) of the HVS provides a depth volume
inside which the scene is acceptably sharp. The size of this volume can
be 0.4 D to 1.2 D for eye aperture diameters in the range of 8 mm to
2 mm, respectively [17, 18]. The average standard deviations for the
datasets in Figure 5 suggest that the activity of walking indoors has a
variation that falls within this DoF range. The social interaction activity
poses a challenging scenario for our approach in the bottom portion
of FoV, but a large portion of the scene could still be static in depth.
The other two activities, working at a desk and the office workspace,
include more close distance interactions and therefore may require two
or three static surfaces to be optically combined in order to provide the
required accommodation support.

3.6 Foveated projection optics
We also explore projection optics as one possible extension of our system. Foveated displays present a higher resolution image at the location
of the user’s gaze and progressively less detail with increasing eccentricity, reducing the total number of pixels required. We use projection
optics to distribute pixels in a non-uniform fashion over a projected image. In a typical light engine, the pixel locations are distributed evenly
in the focus plane and can be expressed as a normalized distribution
from −1 to 1. To create a foveated light engine, we apply an exponent
to the evenly spaced distribution (i.e. {−1...0...1}2 ), obtaining the best
possible PSF at the center (0, 0) with fewer pixels in the periphery,
as depicted in Figure 6, very similar to Pinchusion distortions. Our
intended design is a single add-on lens in front of a projection light
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engine, we restrict our search to solutions with two surfaces as part of
a single lens to maintain simplicity and practicality in our final design,
while a multi-surface (> 2) system has the potential to provide ease in
design process.

Fig. 8. Two photographs showing a view of a mobile phone display
magnified by (Left) an off-the-shelf lens (Thorlabs LA1401), and (right) a
clone of the same lens manufactured using our technique, to provide a
visual comparison of optical quality.

Fig. 7. A series of photographs showing optical components built using
our manufacturing technique based on 3D printing, optical bonding (OP),
and vacuum forming (VF).Photographs of sample parts produced by wetsanding are provided. With respect to wet-sanding (WS) approach, note
that our technique promises least amount of labor work for prototyping
3D printed optics.

4

M ANUFACTURING AND I MPLEMENTATION

We provide the details of our manufacturing technique, and demonstrate
our NED prototypes accordingly. Additional photographs and videos
of our development are also available in our supplementary material.
4.1 Printing optical components
A sub-branch of AM techniques, Stereolithography (SL), has recently
garnered interest. SL relies on shining a narrow UV light beam on a vat
of liquid photopolymer, followed by curing the polymer to build each
layer of the 3D structure in micron resolution (typically 0.25 − 100 um).
There are optically clear liquid photopolymers compatible with SL 3D
printers (VeroClear, Formlabs Clear resin), which has similar optical
characteristics with Poly(methyl methacrytlate) (PMMA). 3D printing
optical components with such optically clear liquid photopolymers
opens up interesting possibilities, and provides a cheap and rapid manufacturing alternative to optical designers, as opposed to several weeks
of a single design iteration. We push the boundaries of 3D printing
based manufacturing with optical designs based on refraction, and TIR
principles. Using a Formlabs 2 3D printer with a clear resin (Formlabs
FLGPCL02), We investigate manufacturing lenses, prisms, and waveguides. Moving forward, we will explain the evaluation of our technique
by starting from known technique of wet sanding, and later we will
show how we save time, and effort by avoiding polishing or sanding
with the help of vacuum formers.

Wet sanding For the wet sanding approach, we print a desired
target shape. It can be any arbitrary shape. In our, first example we
print a cube, for the rest purposes, cut the corners, and hand-polish
the cube with sandpaper starting from coarse to fine grades. We pour
water on the sandpaper from time to time to avoid scratches on the cube
surface. Our hand-polishing is done by attaching the sandpaper to a
rotating drill, reducing the amount of the time needed to polish a surface
(∼ 5 hours). At each stage, we observe the surface using a microscope
to ensure smooth and even polishing. This process continues until we
obtain an optically transparent cube as shown in Figure 7.
We use the wet-sanding technique to replicate an off-the-shelf planoconvex lens (Thorlabs LA1401) by printing the lens shape and polishing
it. We provide a comparison between an actual lens made out of optical
glass (BK7) and a replicated copy as shown in Figure 8. The imaging
characteristics of the replica lens are a good approximation, although
there is some yellowing in color and minor haze which limits the
smallest resolvable point. We believe major component of haze arrives
from layered structure of printed pieces. Final product, the clone lens
can also be seen in Figure 7 labeled “Lens A”.
We also test whether optical components that use total internal reflection can be made with sanding. We design a waveguide similar
to the design sketched in Figure 3 as a part of a NED prototype. In
this particular design, one of the surfaces of the waveguide has to be
diffusive, and this diffusive surface is designed to replicate a planar
image at a 1D distance for a NED display design based on Figure 2
with a tilt of θBC = 25o and a 50 mm radius of curvature spherical
beam combiner. We first polish the diffusive surface of the designed
waveguide to slightly improve the surface roughness and to remove
large scratches. Using a diffusive tape on the polished surface, we are
able to build a clear diffusive surface that has sufficiently large diffusion
cones. The resultant waveguide can be observed as “Prism A” in Figure
7. The light travelling inside Prism A has a long optical path, therefore
the haze caused by bulk scatter produces poor optical characteristics
rendering it unsuitable for our purposes. The major drawback of this
technique is the the extensive time and labor needed to create optically
clear freeform surfaces.
Optical bonding To decrease the haze caused by bulk scattering
and the length of the sanding process, we explore optical bonding of
our 3D printed parts to optical glass. We revisit the design of ”Prism A”
in Figure 7, and decouple it into two pieces, a right angle prism and a
diffusive surface. The right angle prism in our design is an off-the-shelf
component (Thorlabs PS908). We print the diffusive surface part and
skip the polishing step, and instead bond it to the right angle prism using
an off-the-shelf optical adhesive (Norland 68). We apply the diffusive
tape after polishing the diffusive surface to remove large scratches. The
resulting piece can be observed as “Prism B” in Figure 7. The haze
and light efficiency of the optical part is subjectively improved. In
our supplementary material, we provide more media on the “Prism
B”-based NED prototype, and we also provide an example of bonding
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Fig. 9. Two photographs showing our Near-Eye Displays that use interchangable freeform projection surfaces with birdbath optics. The photograph on
the left shows our untethered wearable Near-Eye Display prototype, and the photograph on the right shows our bench-top prototype with projection
lens steering capabilities.

two lenses, and bonding a printed lens with an existing lens where
different zones in the combined lens provide different magnifications.
Overall, optical bonding reduces sanding time, labor, and resulting
haze, but it necessitates segmentation of the optical pieces, which limits
the final design of the target geometric shape due to the dependence on
existing optical components.
Vacuum forming To provide more design freedom for the final
target surface shape, move away from the intensive labor required in
wet sanding, and also achieve a more automated pipeline, we explore
an alternative technique using vacuum forming . We first print the
target shape and apply an excessive amount of optical adhesive on the
surface to be smoothed. Using a vacuum former (Formmech 508DT),
we bend a clear acyrlic plastic piece around printed target shape that
has been covered with optical adhesive. During the vacuum forming
process, we visually check to ensure there are no air gaps in the optical
adhesive layer. We use an ultra-violet light source (Formlabs Form
Cure) to cure the optical adhesive for ∼ 5 h. Once the part is fully
cured, we remove the 3D printed part from the vacuum-formed clear
acrylic mold. We provide documentation related to each of these steps
in our supplementary material. Sample parts that were manufactured
using vacuum forming are shown as “Diffuser” and “Lens B” in Figure
7. “Lens B” is a custom-designed lens which can be placed 15 mm in
front of a projector to focus at a short throw distance of 50 mm with
a projection size of 20 × 30 mm. Unlike off-the-shelf lenses, “Lens
B” can project a large enough image to cover the entire surface of
the diffuser in our NED prototypes. Overall, we found that our final
vacuum forming pipeline saves time and labor, providing a reasonable
gateway towards rapid development of novel optical designs. Although
the technique described here cannot provide a production-quality optical piece yet, it opens up the possibility for a computational optics
researcher to investigate and iterate on a given lens design in a day,
rather than a months-long time frame, while decreasing the iteration
cost greatly.
4.2 Prototypes
Our prototypes largely use 3D printed optical and mechanical components, augmented with a handful of off-the-shelf components. The
optical paths of the prototypes described in this section use the optical layout described in Figure 2, and use an optical path folding
with beam-splitters as sketched in Figure 3. The projection light engine we are using is a commercially available pico-projector that combines RGB LEDs to generate a white light source. Combined timemultiplexed white light in our light engines is modulated using LCoS
devices (OVP921, 1280 × 720 pixels, 60 Hz from ImagineOptix). The
beam-splitters used in our prototypes are off-the-shelf 50 : 50 economy
beamsplitters (Thorlabs EBP2), and tilted 22.5o with respect to the
optical axis. The beam combiners are Zeonex-based custom-made
spherical concave mirrors (Diverse Optics) with a clear aperture of
60 mm, reflectivity of 80%, and a transmission of 20%. We build two
prototypes to explore effectiveness of our approach: an untethered wear-

able prototype without foveation and a benchtop prototype to explore
possibilities with foveated lenses.
Wearable prototype Aside from the optical components we have
already described, the wearable prototype shown in Figure 9 also uses
a 3D printed housing to accommodate the optical and electronic drive
circuits. This particular prototype is equipped with a freeform projection surface that can cover 30o vertical FoV and 55o horizontal FoV
while using off-the-shelf lenses (Thorlabs LA1304 and LC1439). Our
wearable prototype is connected to a small compute model located at
the back of the head via the head strap, as shown in Figure 9. The small
computer in our system is made of two Raspberry Pi Zero W units, a
USB battery (Anker PowerCore 5000mAh), and a 3D printed housing.
We are able to obtain usage times of up to 3 hours with this battery,
thereby providing a standalone untethered device. We use OpenGL-ES
to render images on our small computer. We provide CAD models of
our design along with sample rendering code that runs on our mini
computers. Our core intention in this prototype is to show that it is
feasible to realize a nearly complete NED product with this approach.
Bench-top prototype To evaluate the optical qualities of our manufacturing technique, we also build a benchtop prototype as shown in
Figure 9. The benchtop prototype serves as a base to explore the idea
of steering off-the-shelf projection lenses, which can augment a foveal
inset in a foveated display or a higher pixel density projector and the
idea of a steerable foveated projection lens. Our benchtop prototype
is equipped with a freeform projection surface that can cover a 30o
vertical FoV and a 55o horizontal FoV. We have designed and printed
an x-y stage that moves within a 1 cm by 1 cm area to move a projection
lens in front of our light engine. The projection lenses that we used
are an off-the-shelf lens (Thorlabs LA1304) and a foveated projection
lens design candidate used in front of an off-the-shelf lens (Thorlabs
1304). Our x-y stage is equipped with two off-the-shelf linear actuators
(Actuonix PQ12-30-6R). In this setup a projection lens can be moved
within 400 − 600 msec in the temporal direction, allowing relocation
of the center of projection with speeds of 40 degrees per second for the
FoV of our prototype. We control the linear stages using a joystick connected to an Arduino UNO board. Our supplementary documentation
also includes CAD models and Arduino code for the benchtop prototype among with our optical simulation design to identify a foveated
lens candidate.
5

E VALUATION

5.1 Optical characteristics
Using our bench-top prototype, shown in Figure 9, we evaluate the
optical characteristics of elements produced with our manufacturing
technique. These evaluation photographs are captured with a Canon
EOS Rebel T6i camera body and a Canon 24 − 70 mm 1 : 2.8 lens,
and were taken in a dark room using exposure times of 50 ms and an
f-number of f /9. To mimic the behavior of a human eye, we place the
camera at an eye relief of 40 mm.
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Fig. 10. Three plots showing the resolution characteristics of our benchtop prototype targeting depth levels of 0.3 D, 1 D, and 2 D using a dedicated
freeform projection surface, an off-the-shelf lens (Thorlabs LA1304) for our projector, and a two-axis lens moving stage to steer the projected images
to different locations along a freeform projection surface. The three colored lines correspond to central, nasal periphery, and temporal periphery
visual fields of view.

Eyebox To evaluate the properties of the eyebox, we capture photographs through our bench-top prototype as presented in Figure 11.
The evaluation setup consists of a 3D printed diffuser which has been
designed to display a rectangular virtual image at a depth of 1 D with
a primary viewpoint position 5 mm below the optical axis defined in
Figure 2. Average pixel brightness values in a region of interest that
is manually selected around the logo show that the brightest and the
sharpest viewpoint inside the eyebox is decentered 5 − 10 mm downward, indicating that our optical design and the photographs captured
for the eyebox measurement are well-aligned. Additionally, Figure
11 shows photographs from different locations within the eyebox, and
provides an understanding on eyebox dimensions. In our experimentation, relative to the target viewpoint, we find that the width of the
eyebox is 15 mm from left to right and the height is 20 mm from top to
bottom.. Subjectively we also observe that the eyebox of our bench-top
prototype is large enough to accommodate gaze changes within the
provided FoV. If necessary, the geometric distortions visible in the
figure could be corrected on-demand in software using an eye tracker
as our optical model is well aligned with the actual prototypes.
X axis

Y axis

0 mm

0 mm

+7.5 mm

-7.5 mm

+15 mm

-15 mm

Right

Bottom

Fig. 11. Evaluating the eyebox properties of our benchtop prototype
with a series of photographs taken from different locations inside the
eyebox. The two rows show the view as seen through the corresponding
viewpoint location in the benchtop prototype. The top row demonstrates
the eyebox properties along the X axis relative to the center point and
the bottom row shows eyebox properties along Y axis relative to center.

Field of view Our prototypes are designed with a FoV of 55◦ ×30◦ .
In our benchtop prototype, we experiment with two different projection
lenses to focus the projector for a short throw distance: an off-theshelf lens (Thorlabs LB1378-ML), and a custom-designed 3D printed
projection lens. Using the off-the-shelf lens the projector is only able
to show the entire image with a FoV of 25◦ × 16◦ , while our customdesigned 3D printed projection lens can cover the entire FoV at once
using the same projector.
Resolution We investigate the resolution characteristics of our
benchtop prototype using various 3D printed diffusers that have been
designed to generate rectangular virtual images at various depth levels
(0.33 D, 1 D, 2 D). To provide the greatest pixel density across each
3D printed diffuser surface, we use an off-the-shelf lens (Thorlabs
LA1304), which covers a smaller FoV than entire supported FoV. To
achieve a high-resolution inset, we steer the off-the-shelf lens in front of
the projector. In all our experiments, we adjust the focus of the projector

according to the given 3D printed diffuser surface. Our evaluation
follows an industry standard, ISO 122333 slanted-edge Modulation
Transfer Function (MTF) method [13]. All the captured photographs
are pre-processed by a low-pass filter to decrease high-frequency noise
from the background and the sensor. Our raw data, along with the
MTF measurements, are provided as in Figure 10. We report the best
resolution as 11 cpd in the central portion of the FoV, across all 3D
printed diffusers at each of the different depth levels.
Brightness Consumer level NEDs are typically designed to operate in an in-door environment, and may not provide good images
under direct sunlight conditions. Our prototype can work under strong
sunlight conditions as demonstrated in Figure 1.
Accommodation support We investigate accommodation support
in our bench-top prototype. To show the accommodation characteristics
of our freeform projection surfaces, we target a depth curvature that
progressively changes in optical depth from farther (0.3 D) to closer
(5 D), from bottom to top. We compute a freeform surface using our
methodology and demonstrate the accommodation characteristics of
our benchtop prototype in Figure 1. We also show that complex depth
targets can also be calculated using our regression model, and translated
into a freeform surface as in Figure 13. Designers have to consider
the discontinuities of a depth-target as it can decrease usable area on a
freeform projection surface as such cases lead to sharp edges in depth.
Foveation We explore on foveation in hardware using our benchtop prototype. We design and manufacture a new lens design that can
be placed in front of an existing off-the-shelf lens (Thorlabs LA1304).
Together with off-the-shelf lens, our foveated lens leads to a lens assembly projects intentionally distorted larger images as with respect to a
stand-a-lone off-the-shelf lens (Thorlabs LA1304) scenario as depicted
in Figure 6. Our final lens assembly covers entire FoV provided by
our freeform diffusers (55◦ × 30◦ ). We move the lens assembly using
linear actuators to change the highest resolution portion of the image,
leading to results provided in Figure 12. We believe this provides a
design candidate for a foveation based near-eye display, which greatly
simplifies foveated near-eye display hardware.
5.2 Limitations and Future work
Manufacturing Our proposed optical manufacturing technique
promises a simple and an effective solution to a major challenge in the
daily lives of optical designers. Optical quality of the pieces manufactured using our technique is shown to be a good match for manufacturing our NED design. The results regarding to the resolution of our
NED design (12 cpd) shows resolution levels that are beyond a typical
consumer level NED (5 − 10 cpd). However, it should be noted that
this is partially due to a well-considered choice in optical design. For
example, in our foveated projection lens design, a light engine uses a
large surface to project a beam representing a single pixel, therefore
aberration related issues caused by imperfection of an optical piece
are much less pronounced. Some other optical layouts for different
applications or NED designs may have more strict requirements. A
good example of such optical designs are the ones that require much
shorter focal lengths with much shorter aperture sizes (microscopes).
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Fig. 12. Three photographs (A-B-C) showing change in resolution characteristics of our bench-top prototype as our in-house designed and
manufactured foveated lens is shifted together with an off-the-shelf lens (LA1304). Entire assembly containing our foveated lens and a LA1304 is
shifted 5 mm along one direction. Each photograph also contains a zoomed version of a rectangular region highlighted with red, green, and blue
colors. Note that optical distortions introduce intentionally distribute pixels more densely at portions highlighted with colored dashed circles.

A

B

Fig. 13. Evaluating a freeform projection surface with a complex scene
information. Photograph on the left shows diffusive side of a freeform projection surface manufactured in-house. Photograph on the right shows
view through bench-top prototype, while the manufactured freeform projection surface is illuminated with white light.

As our manufacturing technique is a prototyping tool at this stage,
vacuum forming manually doesn’t guarantee very accurate manufacturing of optical pieces. As highlighted in Figure 8, the optical clarity of
the 3D printed pieces is not as good as glass-based equivalents, this is
due to two reasons: the material characteristics, and the layer-by-layer
nature of additive manufacturing. Materials used in 3D printers also
cause a yellowing effect due to it’s material properties. Perhaps following a careful study of error analysis caused by vacuum forming, and
computationally designing optical pieces by taking errors into account
that are originated from vacuum forming may provide improved results
in achieving a surface as in a target design.
Conventional plastic-based lenses used in product-level VR NEDs
are typically manufactured using an injection molding technique. Inspired by injection molding, we have also most recently experimented
with 3D printed negative pieces processed using our technique, in which
we fill the enclosed separable negative pieces with optical adhesive to
manufacture a target optical design. As final piece is only made out
of a cured optical adhesive, harvested final piece from a well cured
mold promises to avoid yellowing effect of a 3D printer resin, and bulk
scatter caused by layer-by-layer printing. We believe building upon
our findings, and targeting solutions in the future that can merge to a
dedicated automation system for making of 3D printed parts would
lead to a hassle free technique as the current pipeline still requires a
little bit of expertise and manual labor.
Optical characteristics In our prototypes, we use beam-splitters
to fold the path between the beam combiner and the freeform projection
surface. Some of the disadvantages of using beam-splitters include a
limit on the maximum FoV, ghost images caused by reflections from
both surfaces of the beam-splitter, and the lack of a clear path toward a
thin glasses-like form factor without sacrificing FoV. HOEs promise
a thin form factor representation of optical elements using a thin film,
which fixes many of the problems related to using beam-splitters. Following the steps of Akşit et al. [1], we investigate building an AR NED
prototype which mimics the properties of a focal surface by physically
reshaping an HOE using vacuum forming and 3D printing. Although
we show that this can work, we observe that the HOE deteriorates over

time, making this technique impractical. Our findings on curved HOEs
are shared in the supplementary material. We find that the HOEs can
be physically [55] or virtually [12] curved using different methods, and
it is also possible to combine freeform beam combiners and freeform
projections surfaces [6], all of which we will explore in greater detail
in the near future.
Application-driven projection surfaces Our exploration of the
RGB-D datasets shown in Figure 5 suggest that target use cases involving close depth ranges (i.e. working at a desk, or the office workspace)
may pose a challenging scenario for our approach. The work of [52]
addresses this problem at the cost of a large computation and power
demand. To provide a solution for these challenging scenarios, we will
consider upgrading our proposal with multiple (2 − 3) interchangable
freeform surfaces with a single projector in a time multiplexed fashion
following the work of Liu et al. [49]. Perhaps an another simple approach to introduce dynamic behaviour to a static projection surface is
through introducing an actuation mechanism to support changing focus
as in the work of Akşit et al. [1].
Foveation Our investigation on a design candidate for a foveated
NED that greatly reduces the complexity of an optical NED leads to
a promising outcome. However, further perceptual studies on requirements in speed of actuation, rendering seamlessly without any artifacts
that may cause due to actuation, and an understanding on design trade
space of foveated projection lenses are open questions at this point,
which we will investigate in a greater detail at a near future as a continuation of our investigation. Like every other foveated display hardware
and software, a gaze tracking mechanism is required for our design,
while using a foveated lens or actively changing projection location on
a freeform diffuser.
6 C ONCLUSION
From printed artificial organs to industrial-grade replaceable parts,
commodity 3D printing offers new ways to manufacture and design
customized components. We believe that 3D printing can play an
increasingly important role in designing augmented reality near-eye
displays. Customizing optical designs allows researchers to prototype
previously non-existent unconventional optics, and explore the needs
of near-eye display designs at a much more rapid pace.
With this goal in mind, we introduce a manufacturing methodology using commodity tools. Our methodology can be thought of as
a cost-effective process for discovering the best optical design for a
given system or application. We examine real-life scenes to inform
the optical needs of augmented reality devices. Based on these assessments, we identify a computational approach for designing various
freeform optical pieces to target different use cases. We extended our
designs to investigate on optical designs that can support foveation in
hardware. All of these computational tools help us to prototype an
application-driven untethered foveated display. Some hurdles remain
in our practical implementation, which we believe can be addressed
with further research. We hope our work will inspire researchers to
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customize optical elements for near-eye displays using our optics manufacturing techniques, and help them to formulate their designs in a
simpler way.
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